#Tomahawk-Gove
Carlos Gove tomahawk, steel, also available in brass
*Shown actual size at right.*
$32.99

**Carlos Gove pipe tomahawk:**
A replica of an original pipe tomahawk made by the famous marksman and gunsmith, Carlos Gove, when he was a young Indian agent. Similar designs were also commonly imported in the 18th and early 19th centuries. Cast is yellow brass or steel. The Pipe bowl and handle are undrilled. 8" head with 2-3/8" edge. The was cast head is as-cast, and will require deburring and polishing.

- **#Tomahawk-Gove** Gove tomahawk, steel, solid hickory handle $32.99
- **#Tomahawk-Gove-M-D** Gove tomahawk, steel, drilled maple handle $45.99
- **#Tomahawk-Gove-B** Gove tomahawk, brass, solid hickory handle $39.99
- **#Tomahawk-Gove-B-M-D** Gove tomahawk, brass, drilled maple handle $43.99
- **#Handle-Gove** Spare handle, 22" solid hickory $10.99
- **#Handle-Gove-M-D** Spare handle, 22" drilled maple $22.99

**Leather Tomahawk Cover............................................. #Tomahawk-Cover-L or S**
Heavy leather, machine sewn, dyed a dark rich brown, with a leather tie. Protect your tomahawk's edge, and protect yourself. Our large leather cover is for a tomahawk with up to a 5 inch arc along the edge. Our small leather cover is for a belt axe, with up to 3-1/4 inch arc along the edge.

- **#Tomahawk-Cover-M** Leather cover, small, up to 3-1/4" edge
  only $5.99
- **#Tomahawk-Cover-L** Leather cover, large, up to 5" edge
  only $6.99

**#Handle-Gove-M-D**
22" drilled maple Gove tomahawk handle
only $22.99

**Iroquois Axe, steel or brass:**
Our Iroquois Axe head has incised lines, dashes, notches and scrolls cast into the blade. The blade has a 2-7/8" edge. Available in steel or brass. Includes our standard 18" hickory handle.

- **#Tomahawk-IR** Iroquois Axe, steel, with handle only $34.39
- **#Tomahawk-IRB** Iroquois Axe, brass, with handle only $45.39

**Knife & Tomahawk Throwing book.............................. #Book-KTT**
by Barry Hardin
This book covers the basics of throwing both tomahawks and knives including hand and feet positions, throwing techniques, making targets and game rules. Soft bound volume of 60 pages.

- **#Book-KTT** Knife & Tomahawk Throwing only $ 9.95
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